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Conceived with a minimal-naturalist approach, Teca House is a contemporary building born from a professional 

friendship between Federico Delrosso, Milanese architect and designer of Biellese origins, and the client, Alberto 

Savio, textile entrepreneur of the area. 

The project, which consists of the recovery of a small rustic building in a splendid setting of the hills of Biella, is 

based on a compositional inversion intervention, which leads to the outside, dematerializing it, a small pre-existing 

rustic volume giving life to a new function in the area. From the “roots” of an agricultural past, now in disuse, signs 

of which are maintained, a contemporary work is born, rooted in the territory and in balance with it, but at the same 

time permeated with new possibilities of use. 

The building, which takes inspiration from Philip Johnson’s Glass House, has an area of about 80 square meters 

which extends by another 50 by opening the sliding glass walls that surround the volume. The flexibility of the project 

makes this space ideal for meetings or hosting a business cocktail, but it is also an intimate refuge for reading or 

practicing yoga. Teca House was conceived as a precious cultural container, a landmark to create new possibilities 

of a relationship with the Biella area. 

“In this project, the display case holds the man and his emotions. A privileged and poetic point of view, a total 

immersion in nature, almost as if the user were suspended in the void. At the same time, it works in negative: glance 

is raised from inside to outside, indicating human being centrality”. declares Federico Delrosso. 

The rural wall system becomes the base, the connection with the territory from which the new intervention is born, 

light and transparent: a structure in concrete that opens towards the landscape with two large horizontal wings and a 

completely openable glass layer that contains the volume. 

The architectural system was created in the favor of correct solar contributions: the shape of the floors that extend 

beyond the glass case are designed to protect against summer solar radiation, favoring instead the winter one. 
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In addition to the recovery of the original stone from the rustic, sustainable materials have been used and left 

unfinished, such as the concrete for the structure and floors and the birch plywood for furnishings and coverings. 

The sophisticated architectural and structural solutions, although not visible externally, have made it possible to 

integrate the building with high performing solutions and materials aimed at eliminating and correcting thermal 

bridges. The plant engineering alongside the insulation measures bring the building to energy class A4. The 

realization of an air heat pump single energy air conditioning system combined with radiant floor systems, and fan 

coils, the VMC system and the high-performance photovoltaic system, guarantee environmental comfort, throughout 

the year and with any external climatic conditions. 

For further information please visit www.tecahouse.org. 
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